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ABSTRACT

Elsewhere
by
Amber Law

The photographer discusses the work in Elsewhere, her Master of Fine Arts exhibition held at
East Tennessee State University in the Reece Museum, located in Johnson City, Tennessee. The
exhibition is displayed from March 1 through March 31, 2016 and consists of 17 color
photographs and 3 videos representing a body of work that visually communicates the
photographer’s interest in transient lifestyles.

The influence and research regarding the concept is communicated by a focus on artists,
literature and art historical knowledge that pertain to Law’s work. The artists included are Rineke
Dijkstra, Jocelyn Lee, Lise Sarfati, Stephen Shore, Robert Frank, Rania Matar, Gregory
Crewdson, and Walker Evans, as well as Edward Hopper, Lucian Freud, and Rachel Whiteread,
and the poet Charles Baudelaire, among other writers referenced and other topics concerning
aesthetics of travel and space.

Images of the photographer’s work and a catalogue of the exhibition is included.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

There is not one person who I am acquainted with who does not own a camera. Whether
the camera is a point-and-shoot, a DSLR, or attached to a phone, everyone has one. Since its
invention, it has been fashionable to document one’s life. In the general sense, the camera is a
tool used at home to document family life in an effort to “capture” the memories made, but it is
also the common item packed by a tourist with the hopes to take some part of their exotic
destination home with them. In essence, photographs make us whole by giving us a sense of
belonging.
Our feelings of comfort and “home” derive from our memory of a place or a moment in
our lives. When glancing at photographs, whether old ones or recent ones, there is a sense of
nostalgia because the photograph is only a vignette in time, a past moment. Memory is the same
way. One of the most valuable aspects of living is the ability to remember. Memory is a gift,
created through the mind’s eye and aided by the photographs we make. The medium of
photography is mysterious in the way that it provides us with a sense of who we are and how we
want to be perceived, or in Barthes’ words, “In front of the camera I am simultaneously who I
think I am and who I’d like people to think I am” (Bajac).
Most of my memories take place in my childhood home in Southern Louisiana. As a kid,
I visited my grandparents often; they lived ten minutes away and were a “home” for me when
my parent’s house didn’t feel welcoming. The photographs of my childhood and early adult life
were taken and stored in the home my father built from the ground up. The French philosopher,
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Fig. 1, Amber Law, Marissa in North Carolina, 2014

Gaston Bachelard, wrote that “The house we were born in has engraved within us the hierarchy
of the various functions of inhabiting. We are the diagram of the functions of inhabiting that
particular house, and all the other houses are but variations on a fundamental theme” (Bachelard,
15). It is this intimate association with a house and the close relationship with my grandparents
that urged me to question what “home” really means to me.
I have always been intrigued by the notion of travel and questioned if life would be more
interesting and enjoyable somewhere other than where I was. This wanderlust was magnified
throughout the years as I befriended several international students who left their home country
for a place that was foreign. Each of these students discovered a new home but the longing of the
country that held their memories never ceased. I would often attempt to imagine where these
individuals came from and try to understand the person who would make such a giant leap into
the unknown. It was this curiosity that led me to organize a road trip across Europe, one where I
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Fig. 2, Amber Law, Miljana in Tennessee, 2013

had the opportunity to photograph individuals from various backgrounds and cultures in their
residential spaces.
The writers and photographers, Gustave Flaubert and Maxime Du Camp, were intrigued
by the people they met on the 1849 trip to Egypt and North Africa, which prompted interest in
travel photography. In his travel journals, Du Camp wrote:
“I’m obsessed with inventing stories for people I come across. An overwhelming
curiosity makes me ask myself what their lives might be like… How you try to learn
where she’s coming from, where she’s going, why she’s here and not elsewhere!… You
think of what her bedroom could look like, and thousand things besides…” (Botton, 88).
The photographers who influence my present work are the same photographers who
ignited my interest in the medium from the very start. There are an abundance of artists whose
work deals with identity, home, travel, and in-betweenness but the artists presented here address
8

these themes in a way that is appealing and enlightening, both through subject matter and
aesthetic approach. Though a photograph does not fully show the artist’s thought-process and
work ethic, this allows for the result to constantly morph into something we never understood
before.
In Szarkowski’s Mirrors and Windows, photographs are divided into two categories,
though a photographer is never truly completely associated with one or the other. He further
explains that a photograph is either a romantic notion that reflects the soul of the artist or simply
a better way of seeing and understanding the world around us (25). I believe a successful
photograph is both. The artist’s intentions for the photograph are visible by the use of focus and
thereby inserts the artist into the work, but the resulting photograph is also an indexical object,
displaying an aspect of the world and our existence that we never knew before. It is this
philosophy which bridges these artists and my conceptual interests together.
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CHAPTER 2
THE QUIET PHOTOGRAPHER

“The world is infinitely more interesting than any of my opinions concerning it. This is not a
description of style or an artistic posture, but my profound conviction.”
Nicholas Nixon
In Gerry Badger’s essays, he dubbed the term “quiet photograph.”1 The term is the effect
determined by the artist’s style and voice. It is, in essence, a photograph that says much in a
whisper. “The ‘quiet’ photographer focuses upon modest rather than determinedly grand subjects,
eschews quirky tricks of technique or vision, and (perhaps crucially) presents the work in an
understated way” (210). The voice of such a photographer remains modest because their interest
is not the art world but the world in general (216). The mission of a quiet artist is usually unclear
due to the illusion of transparency created. This is due to the fact that while a calm, minimal
photograph appears simple, it is anything but. “The successful photograph by the serious quiet
photographer is most likely to be a complicated amalgam of mirror and window, an ineffable
struggle between subjectivity and objectivity” (216).

Rineke Dijkstra
Similar to many straight-portrait photographers, Dijkstra photographs in a detached and
distant manner as well as presenting individual people without any critiques or judgements, but it
1

The various photographers mentioned through this document may all be considered “quiet
photographers” in some form. There is no intention to categorize these artists, other than for the purpose
of organization and flow.
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is not the individual that concerns her; it is the mutation, the transition, which is evident in every
series of photographs she has created. My initial interest in Rineke Dijkstra was her approach in
photographing herself in an effort to better understand how to photograph others. Another
appealing aspect of her work is that her images are clean and minimal. She excludes all possible
visual distractions from the image by isolating the subject, which also changes the way one
views them. This strategy of Dijkstra’s, influenced by August Sander and Diane Arbus in
combination with her interest in art historical figures, makes her work distinct and successful.

Fig. 3 Diane Arbus, Child with a Toy Hand
Grenade in Central Park, NYC, 1962. Gelatin
Silver Print, 37.4 x 37.1 cm). Karl E. Weston
Fund, Digital Image © Diane Arbus / Williams
College Museum of Art Collection.

She attempts to capture all of the essentials needed in order to create real people and a real
connection. Rineke Dijkstra has stated, “In the end that may be the most important aspect of my
work: the creation of a connection, a relationship between the man or woman in the photo and
the viewer. That connection is something I feel myself and it’s what I want to convey as best as I
can by playing with form, with emotions, with composition” (Jager, 71)
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Perhaps Rineke Dijkstra’s most known photographic work is Beach Portraits
(1992-2002). Dijkstra photographed in various countries, contrasting and comparing the New
World to the Old World. Dijkstra utilized soft focus and allowed the background light to fade off
so as to not distract the viewer from the subject with nonessential information. Representing
children in bathing suits as they stand along the beach, with their backs to the water, hints at the
evolution of an individual. Adolescents on the brink of maturity and adulthood, taking a
contrapposto stance toward the viewer provokes the feeling of awkwardness and selfconsciousness one experiences while undergoing a liminal state.
“This series plays lavishly with the young people’s surroundings, clothing, natural, inborn
differences and codes of conduct, and shows how attitudes, gestures, expressions and
clothes form themselves into symbols, into meaning, only to disintegrate once more
because these young people are in a stage of transition in which the child has not yet been
cast off and the adult not yet integrated” (Hemmes, 8).
Dijkstra’s influence on my work also stems from her use of the “mirror and window”
philosophy. “The comparison with the way in which Rineke Dijkstra, who herself grew up in a
neighbourhood by the sea, has hauled her ‘shell-less’ adolescents from their hiding places in
order to display them in their vulnerable nakedness is seductive. The presence of the sea in these
early images is, in this respect, of course remarkable” (Hemmes, 8). She inserts elements of
herself into the photograph while continually providing a tableau of the outside world.
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Jocelyn Lee
A significant part of my photography is the relationship created between myself and my
subject. Jocelyn Lee sees the importance in this method and forms relationships with the
individuals she photographs. Lee has photographed a range of people over the years, equipped
with cameras ranging from large-format to digital and even pinhole cameras, in order to
continually refresh her process. Her subjects are typically grouped into categories, such as
hunters or teenage parents. Lee is selective in who she chooses to photograph and only sends
requests to those she is intrigued by. She mentions the weight the relationships with her subjects
have on her photographs in an interview with Ahorn Magazine:
“ There is a lot of respect coming from my side of the camera towards my subject. I’ve
always taken issue with the interpretation that a photograph is a ‘stolen moment’… I’m
interested in the relationship and what happens when two people spend a long time in a
room together, intensely conscious of one another. Something changes. Expressions
change. Facades drop. Boredom happens, humility happens, other states get revealed.”
Jocelyn Lee’s recently published book titled Nowhere but Here is a compilation of three
bodies of work over the course of fifteen years. The book contains portraits providing insight
into personal lives, juxtaposed by natural landscapes which is where Lee believes our personal
lives unfold (Augshöll). Her work investigates several different states of being, birth and
sensuality for example, through her painterly use of natural elements such as light, flesh, color
and textiles. She is interested in the way her subjects relate to the surrounding space and also the
human condition that the subjects are experiencing. This psychological interest is why she
chooses to make portraits.
13

Sharon Olds, an American poet and Pulitzer Prize recipient, described Lee’s photographs
as possessing a mystical quality: “Jocelyn Lee welcomes us to contemplate the secrets hidden in
plain sight (Olds, 7).” A minimal, straight photograph quietly shows us secrets, things about our
lives that were unknown or unthought of until an image awakened our sensibility.

Lise Sarfati
Similar to the oeuvre of a quiet photographer, Lise Sarfati’s imagery evokes a modest and
sleek narrative centered on middle-class youth living comfortably in a state of in-betweenness.
Lise Sarfati is interested in other cultures and has made portraits in Russia and in various cities
of the United States. Director of the Photography Department at the Museum of Modern Art,
Quentin Bajac, wrote of Sarfati’s images:
“These photos have a highly sociological dimension, and are infused with psychological
content… each of these photos literally records the distance between a body and the

Fig. 4, Lise Sarfati, USA. Texas, Austin, Fashion
Magazine. Alexandra, 2008. Digital Image © Lise
Sarfati / Magnum Photos.

Fig. 5, Lise Sarfati, RUSSIA. Moscow, 1992, Centre
for abandoned children, founded in 1992, Digital
Image © Lise Sarfati / Magnum Photos.
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space that surrounds it, and in that way, metaphorically and (this time every consciously)
constructs a relationship between the model and the world around her” (Bajac).
The portraits of the young people she photographs radiate an existential state evident
through the mannerisms of the figures (Bajac). Solitude and absent-mindedness are attributes
that are silently echoed throughout her work. Bajac goes on to say: “All these girls are located
simultaneously in the here and now of the picture and an indefinable elsewhere. This
fundamental ubiquity is, to my mind, the reason for Sarfati’s interest in young models.”

___________________________________
When setting up a photograph, my initial thought is to strip away nonessential objects out
of the frame in order to create a result that is clean and static. Some of these items may clutter
the image, lack significance or detract from the final image. I no longer feel such a strong pull to
eliminate these aspects within the photograph but the thought-process and appreciation of these
elements are still evident in my work. The photographs I make are an extension of myself and a
visual interpretation of my immediate universe. Badger wrote that, “The quiet photograph is
neither document nor aesthetic object nor simulacrum nor fictional tale, but a combination of all
four, a different combination in the hands of every individual photographer” (219).
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CHAPTER 3
THE TRAVELING ARTIST

“I often thought what I’d like most to do would be to walk straight ahead of me without knowing
where I was going and without anyone bothering about me, and always seeing new countries. I
am never content anywhere, and wherever I am, I always think it would be better somewhere
else”
Charles Baudelaire, Vocations (70-71)

When studying the affect of locations, buildings, and rooms in our lives, it is necessary to
determine space from place. Both are locations and go hand and hand but you can’t have one
without the other. The interpretation of the two is brought about by the feelings we develop from
experiences. We become more aware of the freedom of ‘place’ because it is more secure and
stable; an environment or country would be considered a space. Space contains place and is
wide-open. While the phrase, “wide-open spaces” tends to be an optimistic one, it also has the
potential to be negative. “To be open and free is to be exposed and vulnerable” (Tuan, 54). This
could explain the anxiety some have with traveling in the midst of cultures and countries that are
foreign to them. Inhabited space, however, is place and feels homely. We are not satisfied with
one or the other and require both space and place throughout our lives. “Human lives are a
dialectical movement between shelter and venture, attachment and freedom” (Tuan, 54).
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Charles Baudelaire
Charles Baudelaire’s well-versed writings concerning the push and pull’s of travel and
home and anticipation and discontentment significantly influenced my process. After his father
died when Baudelaire was a child, he was sent to various boarding schools and had difficulty
fitting in as an an adult in Parisian society. Regardless of the family and friends he maintained,
he felt led to live a lonely life. He wrote of suffering from the “the appalling disease: The Horror
of Home” and dreamt of traveling outside of France where he wasn’t reminded of his everyday
life. He soon realized he would not be content in his travel either (Botton, 31).

Fig.6. Amber Law, Train Compartment, Venice to Vienna, 2015

Baudelaire wrote several prose poems about his discontentment, including Vocations 2,
Projects, Le Voyage and L’Invitation au Voyage. The poet felt most comfortable in transient
places while traveling than in his own home. His attraction to docks, train stations, ships and
lodgings was also influential to other writers and artists (Botton, 33).
2

An excerpt from Charles Baudelaire’s Vocations can be read on page 11.
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Edward Hopper
The loneliness and search for comfort that Baudelaire experienced, was also felt by
Edward Hopper. They had mutual interests in urban life, places of travel and solitude (Botton,
47). Hopper discovered poetry in the motels, restaurants and gas stations and “his paintings
suggest a consistent interest in five different kinds of traveling places,” including views from
trains (Botton, 48).
Loneliness is a strong element throughout Hopper’s paintings. His figures seem far from
where they belong and from where they live. “They sit or stand alone looking at a letter on the
edge of a hotel bed or drinking in a bar, gazing out the window of a moving train or reading a
book in a hotel lobby” (Botton 49). The faces of his figures suggest introspection and fragility; it
seems that home was not a comfort to them and they failed to find shelter in the normal sense. It
is in Hopper’s work that we discover what is so appealing to us in transient spaces. “The lack of
domesticity, the bright lights and anonymous furniture may come as a relief from what are often
the false comforts of home. It may be easier to give way to sadness here than in a living room
with wallpaper and framed photos, the decor of a refuge that has let us down” (Botton, 51).
Hopper’s paintings such as Automat projects sadness without being sad and like many of
Hopper’s paintings “allow the viewer to witness an echo of his or her own grief and thereby to
feel less personally persecuted and beset by it” (Botton, 47-49).
Like Baudelaire, Hopper was also drawn to train stations. In Compartment C, Car 293,
Hopper captures the “dreaminess fostered by the noise and the view from the windows - a
dreaminess in which we seem to stand outside our normal selves and to have access to thoughts
and memories that may not arise in more settled circumstances” (Botton, 54). Alain de Botton
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wrote about Hopper’s paintings noting “Journeys are the midwives of thought. Few places are
more conducive to internal conversations than moving planes, ships or trains” (Botton, 54).

Robert Frank
The issue with travel photography is the war with yourself to not snap something pretty.
The urge to photograph exotic, unfamiliar landscapes is the tourist side, battling with the artistic
side. During my recent travels, my goal was to depict the similarities and differences found
within various cultures relating to a young person’s rootlessness. In a similar vein to Robert
Frank’s, cultural influence was a major part of my thought-process. Frank’s depiction of the
black community in America, “recognized the problematic nature of racial realities and the
loneliness and alienation that afflicted all Americans” as a nation and culture (Cotkin).
Frank’s Guggenheim funded road trip across the United States was not simply a tour of
American culture but a “nationwide quest for self and subject” (Cotkin). His series, The
Americans, offers “imagery of alienation, loneliness, mass culture forms, violence and death as
well as the metaphors of the highway and automobile are readily found in the photographs that
Frank took in Brazil, England and Spain between 1947 and 1952” (Cotkin).
The aesthetic of Robert Frank’s black and white, gritty images of American society differ
greatly from my colorful, painterly depictions of seemingly comfortable living environments,
however, the common context of foreigner studying cultural significance through travel remains
influential.
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Stephen Shore
Stephen Shore is a well-known pioneer of color photography. Shore’s relationship to
color is highly important and informative. Significant use of color is evident in my own work on
a similar but softer note. The work is entirely contemporary and the illuminated, pastel-colored
walls are seldomly complemented by a burst of highly saturated primary color.
Stephen Shore’s colorful Uncommon Places and American Surfaces are bodies of work
that I repeatedly referenced while trekking across Europe in search of photographs that speak to
my interest of belonging and home and how it relates to today’s youth. Shore’s “photographic
excursions” were as much associated with personal growth as it was stylistic growth and, in
some aspects, viewed as a diary (Schuman). In an interview with Aaron Schuman, Shore stated
that his process and work ethic revolved around what he could shoot within a day, what he
encountered; he photographed food, the individuals he became acquainted with, the bathrooms
he used, the beds he spent the night in and the architecture passed (Schuman). Though my work
is mostly centered around portraiture, my exploration consisted of a similar methodology. Any
time I had the chance to enter someone’s home or hotel room was an opportunity; every meal
and every train ride was a chance to create an informed sketch.
Shore’s considerably autobiographical work documents his travels by allowing the viewer
to see Shore through his own eyes (Schuman). After these two hugely successful bodies of work,
Shore’s persona as an individual in search of himself and belonging dwindled; he had no more
questions in that stage of his life that needed answering, he had settled down and his interests
changed (Schuman).
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Fig. 8, Amber Law, Salisbury, England,
2015

Fig. 7, Amber Law, Brussels, Belgium, 2015

________________________________
The poetics of isolated service stations, departure points and hotels illuminate the power
of the liminal place (Botton, 30). Anxiety and discontentment exist in the realm of the home and
travel because we don't understand what is controlling our feelings. We also forget that the
transient places in which we make ourselves comfortable, such as a hotel, are not ours to keep.
The fact that a stranger stayed in the room before you and will after you is forgotten. We
overlook that, when we check-out, a part of us is left behind by the memories we take with us.
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CHAPTER 4
SOLITUDE AND THE BEDROOM

What would I do if I hadn’t this little room, this room that is as deep and secret as a shell? Ah!
Snails don’t realize their good ‘fortune’
Georges Duhamel (Confessions de minuit)(Bachelard, 123-124)

Rania Matar

Fig. 9, Rania Matar, Christella, Rabieh Lebanon, 2010, © Rania Matar

My photographs concern myself and my own experiences, however, I am also interested
in the individuality of each person I photograph. Photographing someone in an intimate space
allows their personality to be manifest in the image due to the subjects’ ability to lose awareness
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of their surroundings in a place where they feel comfortable. What room is more suitable than the
room where they lay their head down at night?
Rania Matar creates images of young girls and their rooms to compare and contrast the
dueling, primary worlds in her own life: the United States and Lebanon. She began
photographing her teenage daughters as she felt the need to document their transformation into
adulthood. Originally photographed with their friends, Matar realized how the girls’ personas
changed when in a group. Thus the decision was made to photograph the girls individually and
most of them suggested the photographs be made in their bedrooms. Rania Matar observed this
to be “the nexus of the project… The room was a metaphor, an extension of the girl, but also the
girl seemed to be part of the room, to fit in, just like everything else in the material and
emotional space” (Schuman).
_______________________________
Noël Arnaud claimed that a person is the space where they are. An image of solitude is
created in the corners of each room and every aspect of the private spaces in which we like to
hide (Bachelard, 136-137). As a person withdraws into themselves, the worldly space and the
emotional space combine. In fact, it is when you are surrounded by others that you become
aware of other personas but, alone, your thoughts have the freedom to be unimpressionable
(Tuan, 59).
The coziness of small areas is the first sign of intimate elements. La Bruyère believed it
was a “great misfortune” to not have the opportunity to be alone and Charles Baudelaire also
quoted a man, believed to be Pascal, as saying “Almost all our ills come from not staying in our
own room” (Baudelaire, 46-47).
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Fig. 10, Amber Law, Egham, England, 2015

The shell and the creature that makes it his home are examples of the ultimate idea of
desired solitude. One must be alone to inhabit a shell. Bedrooms are like shells in that they are
also a vessel of solitude. We search for tranquility among our beds and chairs within our
bedrooms. It is our preferred location for resting, relaxing, and thinking. Alain de Botton gives us
an example of a setting where a private room creates serenity in his writing, “The materials
around us will speak to us of the highest hopes we have for ourselves. In this setting we can
come close to a state of mind marked by integrity and vitality. We can feel inwardly liberated.
We can, in a profound sense, return home” (119).
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CHAPTER 5
THE BED IN ART

The study of sleep is wonder; the study of beds is fear.
(Burgess, 75)

The bed is featured repeatedly throughout art and photography. Nan Goldin, Henri
Toulouse-Lautrec, Stephen Shore, Diane Arbus, Alice Neel, Caravaggio, Jean-AugusteDominique Ingres, and Egon Schiele are just a few artists who utilize the bed in their work.
Sometimes the bed, in life and art, is interpreted as a place of comfort and other times, the bed
provokes a more sinister feeling. Aside from sleep: birth, death, love, sickness, hostility, states of
sadness, contentment and loneliness take place on a bed. Life begins and ends in a bed. With this
incite, the bed can be considered a contradiction:
“It is the site of solitude and togetherness - it brings back the frightening memories of our
childhood nightmares that haunted us in small, dark rooms or it becomes the soothing
safe haven of adulthood; the pole of relief where quiet moments can be relished and
everyday troubles temporarily forgotten” (Husslein-Arco, 8).
“Beds are perfect and preferred places of self-intimacy, for deliberate isolation, like a solitary
and self-contained boat at sea” (Codognato, 22). In many ways, the bed is symbolic of a life-raft.
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Gregory Crewdson
The dramatically lit photographs of Gregory Crewdson demonstrate the fact that life
revolves around environments of the home, and, often the bed. I am enamored by Crewdson’s
work and have often attempted to recreate his use of lighting. He has created several fictional
images that concern the American suburban lifestyle. Each photograph containing a bed seems to
be taken in-between actions of sleep, sex, or reflection and reveal elements of existentialism as
well as life and death. His subjects appear distant and despondent; they vary in age and roles.
The lighting in the images aid in the narrative quality of the work. His art, like many others,
discards optimistic notions and honestly depict the human condition; they are photographs that
reveal who we are rather than who we want to be (Botton, 136).

Fig. 11, Amber Law, Berlin, Germany, 2015

Walker Evans
My fascination with Walker Evans stems from his ability to photograph something
mundane and transform it into an intelligently informed image. Mantles, buildings, billboards
26

and beds are all featured in his images of apparent nothingness. Evan’s beds, as well as the rest
of his imagery, are visually far from monotonous and are often intriguingly empty. “There are
two kinds of empty bed: the made and the unmade” (Dyer, 124). The unmade bed more
accurately depicts our imprint, the absence of one’s presence. The taboo associated with
displaying one’s unmade bed has less to do with decorum and sexual intimacy but is more
closely related to death. The documentation of such a bed is considered a statement of a future
passing (Dyer, 124). Evans’ photograph of a child’s extremely patterned bedroom and made bed,
titled Child’s room, Stockbridge, Massachusetts provokes a different premonition of a full,
frivolous life ahead. The appeal of the image is created by Evans’ apathetic, documentary style,
which is evident throughout all of his work.
Evan’s portrait of William Fields on a bed is quite touching. This documented
performance of a young boy sitting on the coiled springs,
squeezed between the dilapidated iron railings of the
footboard, feet dangling above his father’s empty, worn
shoes surrounded by a dirty wooden floor informs the
viewer with very little visual information. The little boy
is visually stunted by the railings and the position in
which he sits, much like his father, seated in the
background and decapitated by the edge of the frame.
This is their living condition, their bed, their home,
their future. The bed in this image is indeed, a liferaft.
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Fig.
12, Walker Evans, William Fields, Hale County,
Alabama, 1936. 35mm Negative. Farm Security
Administration - Office of War Information
Photograph Collection (Library of Congress.

Lucian Freud
Though only one nude exists in my oeuvre, the nudes of Lucian Freud have tremendously
altered the way I visualize the human figure, specifically in context with the bed. Lucian Freud’s
paintings of nudes contain a sensual quality but do not disclose any clues in regard to what is
occurring. Freud was just as interested in the silence of a room and the encounter taking place as
he was in creating a portrait of the model. “His was a process of describing sensation and
presence, people and things, and spaces and light, through the language of painting” (Guardian).
Freud’s paintings are elusive in their portrayal of inactive figures who appear to be
shifting. His paintings depict intimate moments of in-betweenness. It is unclear as to whether his
art features fragments of rest, awakening, or sexual activity. Freud’s work is very much about the
flesh and he paints his subjects in a way that adds weight to the surface of the bed; the bed and
fabrics are given a visual power under the pressure of the figure.

Fig. 13, Amber Law, Hanna in Tennessee, 2014
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Rachel Whiteread
I was first introduced to Whiteread’s work in a Contemporary Art History course in
graduate school and I became aware of her sculptural casts of negative, domestic space. It was
not until after I began researching the bed in art that I discovered her moulds of mattresses and
was immediately inspired. Whiteread transforms one’s private space into “object” and vice versa.
Rachel Whiteread incorporates the bed as well as space and it is through her three-dimensional
work that the bed captures the riddles and temporality of life. The proportions of her work
emphasize the body’s ability to be territorial and speak to the elements of solitude. Whiteread
turns negatives into positives and empty into solid by creating moulds of mattresses. Throughout
this process, she utilizes sensual materials that permit the remaking of the imprints formed from
repetitive weight and discoloration. “The bed becomes the surrogate of the human figure and
also the place of absorption and regeneration of life and the creative drive, as well as the place in
which subject, artistic gesture, and means of expression coincide in the trace the body leaves on
the surface” (Codognato, 36-37).
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CHAPTER 6
ELSEWHERE

This body of work is a representation of my view on belonging, at this stage in my life.
The individuals I photograph, though their own personality radiates due to the objects in the
bedrooms or the portraits themselves, are simply surrogates for my own vision.
I moved to East Tennessee as a challenge to myself; to flee my comfort zone and create a
series of cohesive images, without the advantage of any prior resources. I did not know a soul or
the culture of the region or what I would even photograph. The conception of this thesis came
about naturally due to the issues I encountered in this new chapter of my life. These issues led
me to take a solitary journey, traveling through nine countries and fourteen cities across Europe.
However, this body of work isn’t about this specific trip and the cliché of a young woman
finding herself within her adventures, nor is this a tourist’s attempt to “capture” the wonders of a
different world in the hopes of bringing the gorgeous architecture and exotic cuisine home with
her. These photographs are about the international friends I visited and the random, intriguing
people I met; the way they lived and explored the rooms of their childhood and the common
apartments or hotel rooms, among other liminal places, that were temporarily called home. The
following content in this chapter features a description of images created for this purpose, and
may speak for the series as a whole.
The image (Fig. 14), hints at the romantically misleading notion of travel. The backpack,
chopped by the use of the frame and the world map, haphazardly taped to the wall, attempting to
defy gravity and partially torn eludes to a dream that is always in the back of our minds but
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Fig. 14, Amber Law, Geneva, Switzerland, 2015

rarely acted upon. A trip rarely taken. Part of a cohesive body of work, this photograph has the
potential to stand alone in representing what is lost.
The following image is another photograph taken in Geneva, Switzerland. Unless the
viewer reads the title, this portrait could have been made anywhere. Though location is
important, it is not necessary. The important aspects of this image are echoed in the dissected
reflection of the young, American woman and herself, as well as, the French boyfriend whose
identity has been obscured by hola-hoops. When making this photograph, I imagined how these
individuals must feel away from their home and family, the memories left behind and the new
ones explored.
Extremely different in structure and composition, this double portrait is visually complex,
in comparison to the previous image. The angles, light and iridescent quality compliment the
fragmented aspects of the image. The seemingly, detached couple, on either side of one red
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Fig. 15, Amber Law, Geneva, Switzerland, 2015

pillow, contrasted with the pure, whiteness of the sheets could possibly resonate as a symbol of
tension in a comfortable, loving space.
In an effort to ask questions rather than provide definite, finite answers, the images within
a series may, in some aspects, work against each other. The next image (fig. 16) features my
friend, after returning to her home country of Montenegro, sitting on her parents patio. Her face
is in shadow, her identity unknown. This image can be read in a variety of ways.
At first glance, the image is soft and romantic; the warm gradient of light on the wall and
the folds in the blanket provides the urge for travel. The effect is similar to that of a postcard
image. However, this photograph’s only hint of nature and atmosphere is a small potted plant and
a blue sky.
There is no evidence that the surroundings in this image is her childhood home. This
photograph allows no distinction between vacation, home or liminal environment. There is no
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aspect of these images that provoke a sense of permanence. The only attribute about this work
that is not temporary, is the work itself.

Fig. 16, Bar, Montenegro, 2015

___________________________________________
The philosopher, Yi-fu Tuan wrote:
“Young people live in the future; what they do rather than what they possess defines their
sense of selfhood… they can feel nostalgic toward their own short past and proprietary
about things… Security lives in routine, in what the teenager perceives to be his own
sheltered childhood and in the objects identified with an earlier, more stable phase of
life…” (Tuan, 189).
In modern life, nomads and others who live transient lifestyles, especially young people, move
so often and live in such a temporary mindset that it is questioned whether they experience a
feeling of “rootlessness” in a negative sense (Tuan, 158). However, residing in a place for a long
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period of time, allows one to become attached and to know the place. The feeling of a place is a
mixture of the senses and experiences that is only understood within ourselves. The longer we
stay in a place, the less we acknowledge its attributes. When residing in a new place, as time
passes, less attention is given and our lives there become mundane. When we become attracted to
another place or space, “a brief but intense experience is capable of nullifying the past so that we
are ready to abandon home for the promised land” (Tuan, 184). We, once again, long to be
elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

“From wherever it begins, a photograph ends as a cupped abstraction: the thing
capsized by a lens, stripped, and projected as an image. If made well, it will give its own shape of
delight and, at the same time, be tempered as conclusively as steel. The game is the old one of
form set against the specific charge and demand of content. Photographers do not expect others
to understand this, but for them the process they use is prodigal, addictive, and maddening.”
Tod Papageorge, Snapshot, 1974

I quote Tod Papageorge’s closing from the article Snapshot, because throughout the past
three years I have dedicated to this photographic series, I have realized that the photographs we
make are cloaked with mystery but informed by what we know and are led to say. Both mirror
and window, these photographs question and exclaim what is unknown to us or forgotten. “Just
like an entire room, a single picture can assist us in recovering the lost, significant parts of
ourselves” (Botton, 121).
We search for aspects of hope, peace and symmetry in our bedrooms, furniture, and
decorations because it seems impossible for us to view these items in our lives without
connecting them to memories or associations in our past. Each sort of house or building radiates
a different feeling. “When we live in a manor house we dream of a cottage, and when we live in
a cottage we dream of a palace.” (Bachelard, 63). Alain de Botton explained the psychological
connections of our locations in great detail when he wrote, “Those places whose outlook matches
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and legitimates our own, we tend to honor with the term ’home’. Our homes do not have to offer
us permanent occupancy or store our clothes to merit the name.” (Botton, 107). Those of us who
discover beauty in the motel, airplane or train compartment, despite their negative attributes and
lack of intimate spaces, feel as thought these liminal places provide us an out, from “the habits
and confinement of the ordinary, rooted world” (Botton, 58).
The sublimity of travel has been depicted repeatedly in art because it has been
experienced repeatedly. After our travels, we forget our journeys. Everything is but a vague
memory and romanticized impression. The feeling of weakness felt when viewing beautiful
objects and places that make you feel insignificant is created from a sense of joy and void
simultaneously. An aesthetic experience that when explained by religious critics is
psychologically fascinating because “we recognize beautiful things as symbols of the
unblemished life we once enjoyed in the Garden of Eden” (Botton, 149).
Mankind is fickle. Our issues with wanderlust cause us to believe that we will be happy
where we are not. We travel to escape reality and our daily lives, in search for happiness in exotic
places, but we forget that we take ourselves and our anxieties with us when we travel. What we
consider to be different and exotic overseas may be what we long for at home (Botton, 77). If
home is happiness then where are we at home? Where are we content? Charles Baudelaire often
wanted to leave France with the desire to travel but hated the travel once it started. I
wholeheartedly relate to the dramatic poet as he warred with his soul over contentment and
finally, at end peak of his frustration, erupted, “Take me anywhere, so long as it is out of this
world!”
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CATALOGUE OF THE EXHIBITION
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Brussels, Belgium, 2015
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Geneve, Switzerland, 2015
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Geneve, Switzerland, 2015
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Spannocchia, Italy, 2015
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Screenshot from video Venice to Vienna part 1, 2015
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Berlin, Germany, 2015
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Geneva, Switzerland, 2015
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Birmingham, England, 2015

46

Vienna, Austria, 2015

47

Belgrade, Serbia, 2015
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Belgrade, Serbia, 2015
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Geneva, Switzerland, 2015
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Geneva, Switzerland, 2015
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Screenshot from video Venice to Vienna Part 2, 2015
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Bar, Montenegro, 2015
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Belgrade, Serbia, 2015
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Florence, Italy, 2015
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Screenshot from video Venice to Vienna, Part 3, 2015
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Berlin, Germany, 2015
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Egham, England, 2015
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